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APPROXIMATE TREATMENT OF TIME DEPENDENTRESONATING HARTREE�FOCK THEORYAPPLICATION TO LIPKIN MODEL�Seiya Nishiyama, João da Providêniaand Constança da ProvidêniaCentro de Físia Teória, Universidade de Coimbra3000-Coimbra, Portugal(Reeived Otober 20, 2000)The Time Dependent Resonating Hartree�Fok (TD Res HF) theoryis expeted to work better than the usual TDHF one if we desribe large-amplitude olletive motions in soft nulei with large quantum �utuations.To make an essential feature of the TD Res HF theory lear, we apply itto the exatly solvable Lipkin model. We adopt an adiabati perturba-tive approah to a solution of the TD Res HF equation and derive inertiaparameter of kineti energy and potential energy of the olletive motion.PACS numbers: 11.30.Rd, 12.39.Ki, 14.40.Aq1. Introdution and basi assumptionsIn a series of papers Fukutome and one of the present author (S.N.) haveproposed theories alled the time dependent resonating Hartree�Fok [1℄(TD Res HF) (referred to as I) and the time dependent resonating Hartree�Bogoliubov [2℄ (TD Res HB) theory to desribe olletive exitations innormal fermion systems and/or superonduting fermion systems with largequantum �utuations, respetively. In the TD Res HF and the TD Res HBtheories as well as the Res HF [3℄ and the Res HB [4℄ theories, eah ground-state wave funtion is approximated by superposition of non-orthogonalSlater determinants (S-dets) or HB wave funtions with di�erent orrelationstrutures. Resonane of S-dets or HB wave funtions takes plae if a mean-�eld energy funtional has multiple loal minima with near energies. Thetheories lead us to approximations alled the resonating HF random phase� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(1089)



1090 S. Nishiyama, J. da Providênia, C. da Providêniaapproximation [1℄ (Res HF RPA) and the resonating HB random phase ap-proximation [2℄ (Res HB RPA) if a time dependent small �utuation is takeninto aount around the stationary Res HF/HB ground-state solution.To larify an essential feature of the Res HF approximation and to showits advantage over the usual HF theory, we have applied that approximationto the exatly solvable Lipkin model [5,6℄ ( [6℄ is referred to as II) by makinguse of a new orbital optimization algorithm [7℄. We have assumed that a ResHF wave funtion is superposed by only two S-dets whih give orrespondingtwo loal energy minima of monopole deformation. The self-onsistent ResHF alulation in II produes an exellent ground-state orrelation energy[6, 8℄. The �rst appliation of the Res HB theory had been performed toa problem of desribing resonane of prolate and oblate shapes oexistingin nulei by using a shemati model with pairing orrelations [9℄. We alsohave given a relativisti Res HF theoretial desription of exoti phenomenain nulei standing on the relativisti mean-�eld spirit [10℄. Reently, theRes HF theory has been suessfully applied [11,12℄ for desription of massspetra and assoiated properties of the � and � mesons. The Res HF RPAwas applied to the Lipkin model using the stationary solution in II [13℄.The TD Res HF theory is expeted to work better than the usual TDHFtheories if we apply them to desribe large-amplitude olletive motions insoft nulei with large quantum �utuations. The TD Res HF wave funtion isgiven by superposition of non-orthogonal S-dets. The Res HF wave funtion,the overlap integral S and the interstate density matrix W between two S-dets together with the normalization ondition are expressed asj	i = jui =Xg jugig ; h	 j = d�hvj =Xf �f huf j ;S = hujvi = det z ; z = vyu ;W = uz�1vy ; W 2 =W ; W z =W ;h	 j	i = d�S =Xf;g �fSfgg = 1 : (1)To make the essential features of the TD Res HF theory lear we apply itto the exatly solvable Lipkin model with two N -fold degenerate levels [5℄.For simpliity, we onsider the ase of two resonating HF energy levels.We adopt an adiabati perturbative approah, i.e., the ATDHF approxima-tion [14℄, to seek for a solution of the TD Res HF equation. First underthe ATDHF approximation, we onsider the �rst-order part of the oupledTD Res HF equations of motion for TDHF density matries, though thesigni�ant lowest order of the approximation arises from the seond-order.Beause the ATD Res HF equations an be separated into two types of equa-tion onsisting of only the time-even part and the time-odd one [14℄. The



Approximate Treatment of Time Dependent Resonating : : : 1091mixing oe�ients are determined by the normaliztion ondition. We solveapproximately the �rst-order TD Res HF equations. Then we an derivea kineti energy of seond order and obtain a mass term of olletive mo-tion. Thus the ATD Res HF theory leads us to new expressions for inertiaparameter and potential energy of the olletive motion.2. Inertia parameter and potential energy of olletive motionIn this talk, starting from the two TD isometri matries u1 and u2,u1(2) = 24 os �1(2)2 e�i 12 ( 1(2)+'1(2))1Nsin �1(2)2 ei 12 ( 1(2)�'1(2))1N 35 ;uy1(2)u1(2) = 1N ; z12 = uy1u2 ; (2)we have applied the ATD Res HF theory to the exatly solvable Lipkinmodel and derived new expressions for the olletive mass parameter M(�)and the olletive potential energy V(�).De�ning the olletive mass parameter through K = 12M(�) _�2, we getN2"M(�) = A2(�)�1 +N sin2 �os2 � (os �)N � 1os2 � (os �)2N��2��os � + �(1 + sin2 �)� os � � �(os2 � � sin2 �)os4 � (os �)N��1�f1 + (os �)Ng; (3)whereA(�) = os � + � sin2 � + �+�(N � 2)sin2 �os � + ��1 + 1os2 � + sin2 � + 12N sin4 �os2 ��� (os �)N� 1os � �1� � 1os �� (os �)2N ; � = (N � 1)V" ; (4)whih redues to the well-known result for the olletive mass parameter inthe limit of the single S-det ase [15℄. The potential energy of the olletivemotion is given asV = �12"N(os � + 12� sin2 �)�1 + 1os2 � (os �)N	 11+(os �)N : (5)In the above " and V are kineti energy and interation strength of theLipkin-model Hamiltonian, respetively.



1092 S. Nishiyama, J. da Providênia, C. da ProvidêniaThe quantity related to the inverse of the olletive mass parameterN2"M(�) is plotted against the deformation parameter � for N = 10. As nu-merial alulation shows, in the ATD HF ase this quantity has the unusualfeature of not being positive de�nite for values of � < 1. On the ontrary,the ATD Res HF ase auses no di�ulty in the physial interpretation theolletive mass parameter. However, in this ase, there happens anotherdi�ulty onneted with a singularity in the very near regions of � = 0 and� = ��. This singularity ours due to the existene of the term�1 +N sin2 �os2 � (os �)N � 1os2 � (os �)2N��2 ;as is seen from Eq. (3). Furthermore, the double minima appears thoughin the ATD HF ase it does not. As for the de�ieny of suh singularbehaviours, we may expet to remove it and to have no serious problem ifwe drop the restritions �2 = �1 = � and onsequently 1 = 2 = .The olletive potential energy is also plotted against the deformationparameter � for N = 10. For � < 1 the olletive potential energies for boththe ases take almost same values. But for � > 1 the olletive potentialenergy in the ATD Res HF ase is higher than that in the ATDHF ase. Itshould be notied that the behaviour of the former beomes shallower thanthat of the latter.It is a very important and interesting problem to solve an eigenvalueequation ��12 ��� 1M(�) ��� + V(�)�	 = E	; (6)and to ompare the low-lying eigenvalues with the exat ones. We will attakthe problem for a more ompliated ase �2 6= �1 keeping  2 �  2 = � andsolve the Shrödinger equation for the orresponding olletive Hamiltonian.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Fukutome, Prog. Theor. Phys. 81, 342 (1989).[2℄ S. Nishiyama, H. Fukutome, Prog. Theor. Phys. 86, 371 (1991).[3℄ H. Fukutome, Prog. Theor. Phys. 80, 417 (1988).[4℄ S. Nishiyama, H. Fukutome, Prog. Theor. Phys. 85, 1211 (1991).[5℄ H. J. Lipkin, N. Meshkov, A.J. Glik, Nul. Phys. 62, 188 (1965).[6℄ S. Nishiyama, Nul. Phys. A576, 317 (1994).[7℄ A. Ikawa, S. Yamamoto, H. Fukutome, J. Phys. So. Jpn. 62, 1653 (1993).
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